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Roald Amundsen
Signed Card

[Norway] : [ca. 1925]. Beautiful blue ink signature
from the great Norwegian explorer on a printed card,
3" x 1.5" in original secretarial addressed envelope. Ca.
1925, with Norway Scott 111 Crown Lion with Axe
stamp, Oslo cancel. Very good with some browning
and wear to card and envelope. Signature remains
bright.
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Selections from the L'Engle Library
Praha: Fr. Borový, 1937.  First edition, 12mo, [8],
121pp., [5].  Publisher's printed wrappers with
illustrated jacket by Otakar Mrkvička depicting an
apocalyptic skeleton soldier on horseback.  Very good
with some wear at spine ends in good jacket with some
rubbing and a bit of separation at folds, loss at spine
ends, mainly heel, and some soiling to rear panel.  Also
included are a folded leaflet [4] and invitation, with
perforated corner removed, from the eponymous film's
premier on December 21st, 1937, both in fine
condition.  

Čapek's 1937 play, as with many of his other works,
was forward looking and political in nature, with a
fantastical premise.  With Nazi Germany becoming
increasingly aggressive on the Czech border, the play
was "certainly a topical work, with an expression of
both civic responsibility and political courage."  (Ivan
Klíma, Karel Čapek: Life and Work).  Klima describes
the plot:

"A white plague, a sort of leprosy, appears and
snowballs around the globe.  The disease progresses
very fast; over the course of a few weeks, the patient
completely decomposes.  The disease has one peculiar
property: it attacks only people who have reached
middle age, that is, those in relatively influential
positions.  The White Plague takes place in a nearby,
unspecified totalitarian country which is at that
moment preparing to begin a war against its neighbors.  
The country is governed by a field marshal who is
surrounded by sycophants and revered by the masses."

A scarce copy in jacket with accompanying ephemera,
of what is considered by Čapek expert, František Černý,
to be "among the best of Čapek's works, in the
company of the greatest works of world drama."
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Karel Čapek
Bílá Nemoc 





The Caxton Club (James W. Ellsworth)
The Caxton Club: Officers, Committees, Constitution and By-Laws,
Annual Reports, List of Members

Chicago: The Caxton Club,
1898.  Limited to 300 copies
printed in March, 1898.  16mo,
[18], 83, [2] pp., publisher's
brown cloth with red stamped
Caxton Club logo on front and
rear boards, gilt lettering on spine.  
Near fine with some darkening to
spine and rubbing to edges and
joints.  

American coal baron, banker, and
numismatist, James W[illiam]
Ellsworth's copy, with his
bookplate on the front
pastedown.  Ellsworth served as
the Caxton Club's first president,
and is listed as a member of the
council in this early volume,
printed three years after the club's
founding.  Ellsworth is also of
note for bringing the first
Gutenberg Bible to Chicago, the
copy later passing through the
hands of Rosenbach, and now
found at the Scheide Library at
Princeton University.

Substantial association copy of
this early Caxton publication. 
Piehl 11  
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Selections from the L'Engle Library
Seattle, W.T.: C. B. Bagley, Printer, 1888.  First edition, 12mo,
[3], 83pp., errata tipped-in at pg 83.  Brown cloth with silver
lettering and ruled in blind.  Very good with most of the silver
worn away and some staining and discoloration, mainly to
rear board.  Presentation copy, signed by Denny on the ffep,
to A. W. Stewart, a notary public in W.T., the book
containing several instances of his embossed stamp
throughout.  

The first-hand account of the founding of Seattle by the
leader of The Denny Party, which left Illinois in the Spring of
1851 and arrived in the Puget Sound area several months later.  
The book describes in detail their journey, the claiming of
land on Alki Point, securing supplies, the early saw mills, and
much more.   Only a small number of this volume were
privately printed by Denny's friend and newspaperman,
Clarence Bagley.  As noted by Howes, "many copies [were]
burned," presumably in the Seattle fire of 1889.  

A scarce, and authoritative source on the early days of Seattle,
presented and signed by Arthur A. Denny.  
Graff 1053, Howes D253a, Smith 2408, Tweney 12
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Arthur A. Denny
Pioneer Days on the Puget Sound



Todd Downing
The Mexican Earth

New York: Doubleday, Doran and Company,
1940.  8vo., 337 pp.  Stated first edition of this
travelogue of sorts from the mystery author of
Choctaw descent, Todd Downing, and signed
by him on the first blank page.  Downing's
works were murder mysteries set in Mexico, so
the narrative history in this book was not a
stretch, though it was his only foray into non
fiction.  

Near fine in tan buckram with red lettering to
spine.  Internally clean with some toning to
foredge of page block and a small hole to upper
corner of ffep.  Jacket very good, price-clipped,
with some wear and shallow loss at spine ends
and corners, some sun fading to spine and
toning to rear panel else nicely preserved.  
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Chicago: Privately printed by the author, 1910.  8vo, 24 x
20cm, [2] 31pp. sepia photographs throughout, text
printed in sepia with yellow borders.  Patterned brown
paper wrappers, saddle stitched.  Good condition with
tape along middle of spine, wrappers chipped and worn
around edges.  Some moisture staining to upper corner,
foredge, throughout.  Typed, signed cover letter from the
author on his stationary from the Fisher Building,
Chicago, laid in.  

Marvelously illustrated account of a moose hunt in the
wilds of Quebec, about 48 hours by rail from Chicago. 
 The author and "Tenderfoot," R. O. Evans, Chicago
investment banker, was accompanied by his friend and
sportsman, Harry Vissering.  Both men were members
and directors of the Chicago Automobile club, and
Vissering owned a railway equipment manufacturing
company in the city.  Their guide, a French Canadian, is
described by Evans as having a dialect "not that with
which Dr. [William Henry] Drummond has made us
familiar in 'The Habitant' and 'The Wreck of the Julie
Plant.'"  

Evans' narrative is quite detailed, and very readable, with
some self deprecating humor thrown in, constantly
reminding the reader that he is but a tenderfoot. 
 Photographs are captioned and include particulars of the
trip such as the journey by canoe, pictures of Vissering,
Evans, and various guides, the trophies of a successful
hunt, and the return voyage,  

Overall, this is a nicely imagined and produced memento
of a triumphant first moose hunt for the prominent
Chicago businessmen. Likely quite rare, OCLC showing
no holdings.  Not listed in Phillips or Heller.   
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R. O. Evans
The Tenderfoot's Moose Hunt









Zane Grey
Notes: Avalon --- Aug. 1916

Avalon, CA: 1916.  Typescript of Zane Grey's
sportfishing logbook for an expedition with silent
film actor, Dustin Farnum, with holograph
corrections in original stamped mailing envelope. 
 63 unnumbered, typed pages, cover page blind
stamped with Grey's ownership mark, on ruled
paper, 8.25" x 4.5,"  brad bound at top. Several
corrections and annotations in Grey's hand.  Very
good with some light chipping and wear to edges
and around brads.  Envelope stained and worn.  

Daily log entries start on August 1st and end on
September 14th, 1916. Grey's companion for the
trip was film star, Dustin Farnum, who would go
on to play in "The Light of Western Stars," based
on the eponymous Grey novel.  The logbook
includes a few great narrative entries that span
several pages, including dialogue and detailed
descriptions of fish, gear, environs, and the thrill of
the hunt.  

Grey would later use these notes to put together
several magazine articles:

"Some Rare Fish of the Sea," Recreation, Oct. 1916
"Sailfish," Recreation, Dec. 1916
"Two Flights with Swordfish," Recreation, Oct.
1917
"Gladiator of the Sea" Field and Stream, Apr. 1918
"Avalon the Beautiful," Field and Stream, May
1918.

A captivating look at the sporting side of Grey's
writing, with a link, through Farnum, to the
Western genre for which he was most well-known.  
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London: Constable and Company Ltd., 1917.  Limited to 525 copies signed by Arthur
Rackham, this being #205.  Large quarto, [iv] xi [xii] 251 [1] pages.  3/4 deep red morocco with
marbled cloth boards and endpapers, all page edges and lettering in gilt and stamp-signed
"Putnams," on the inside, rear cover.  This copy has the extra, signed plate from Rackham
bound in as well as the cloth covering for the original boards: front with label, rear, and
backstrip with gilt lettering all attached to their own separate pages.  Near fine with some light
rubbing to corners and spine ends. 
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The Brothers Grimm
Little Brother and Little Sister and Other Tales



New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1938.  First American edition of the first book in the successful
children's book series, "Orlando The Marmalade Cat," by the British artist and author, Kathleen Hale.  
The series consisted of 19 books, the last being published in 1972.  

Folio, very good in publisher's pictorial paper covered boards with some toning and foxing along
spine and some light staining to bottom edges of boards.  Endpapers show acid offsetting, else clean
internally.  Jacket very good with light chipping to heel of spine and bottom edges of front and rear
panels.  Some soiling to front and rear panels with rubbing to spine and along folds.  Original price of
$2.50 in tact on front flap.  
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Kathleen Hale
Orlando the Marmalade Cat: A Camping Holiday



Lanston Monotype Machine Co.
The Monotype Parts and Accessories: A List of Parts with Prices for Casting
Machine and Keyboard and (herein lies the value of this book) Directions
which, if Followed, Will Insure Our Customers Receiving the Parts Wanted

Philadelphia: Lanston Monotype Machine Co., [ca. 1909]. 
 Early Lanston Monotype parts list, 16mo, paginated in
sections for corrections 2pp., the casting machine 104pp., the
keyboard 31pp., the mold 3+3pp., and miscellaneous 10pp. 
 Brad-bound on top edge with folding brown/olive cloth
covers and black lettering.  Very good, well-used copy with
cloth worn and frayed at corners and along edges, and soiling
to several pages.  Label of The Eagle Printing Co., Santa Fe,
New Mexico attached to front pastedown, and a few
ownership markings in pencil from an Archie J., perhaps
better known as "Fra Archibaldus," as is written on the title
page.    

This copy collated same as the Internet Archive copy
(missing pgs. 101-102 of the caster section,  perhaps never
included)  contributed by Dr. David M. Macmillan, however
also including the following, inserted by the previous owner
in various places throughout the pagination:

Letters, Figures and Points, and Extras list
Unit/Matrix Case Arrangements: 6N2 (2), Job Arrangement
C2 (3), Book Arrangement C(2), German Arrangement C,
Job Arrangement C1, Job Arrangement No. 7C1 Seven
Alphabets, Job Arrangement No. 6C1 Six Alphabets, Job
Arrangement No. 6C2 Six Alphabets, Arrangement 6N1 
Set Sizes for 18 and 24 Point No. 25 Monotype Display Type
Bulletin No. 2007: Low Quad Adjustments
For All Type Molds factory repair order form

Scarce, important, and shop-used copy of this piece of
printing history 
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Arthur St. John Newberry
Another Catch: More Fugitive Notes on Sport and Other Things

Cleveland: Printed for the Writer by the Bryan Printing
Company, 1914.  First edition, No. 11 of 75 copies,
presented to Annie Wright Jaggard.  8vo, 21 x 16.5 cm, [17],
280pp, [1], black and white photos, one in color, chapter
initials, tailpieces, and cover design by Lionel C. Humphrey,
Green cloth with gilt stamped illustration and lettering on
front cover and spine.  Near fine with some wear at spine
ends and corners, and dulling to spine.  First two blank pages
corner-clipped, else clean internally.  

Published posthumously and presented by his widow,
contains chapters by Newberry on his youth, experiences in
fresh and salt angling, hunting deer, political views on labor,
workers compensation, Roosevelt, and others.  

Heller 583, Wetzel pg 187
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St. Paul: Sperry Univac Defense Systems, [1966].  Set
of two promotional brochures in slipcase for Electronic
Warfare systems from Sperry Univac, ca. 1966.  Both
brochures and slipcase decorated with the original
cover illustration for the Tom Swift novels by Victor
Appleton. One is single sheet, tri-fold, the other staple-
bound, both housed in paper slipcase, 8.5" x 11."  Laid
into "Electrological Sensotometer," is an
electromagnetic spectrum frequency and metric
wavelength chart.  In rear pocket of "Wizard Brain," is a
yellow paper invitation offering further information in
the form presentations by company representatives. 
 Some moisture staining to upper gutter of "Wizard
Brain," and some soiling to slipcase, else fine and clean.

Marvelous advertising material from Sperry Univac
Defense Systems marrying the Tom Swift aesthetic
with their technological developments in electronic
warfare systems during the Cold War era.  Each
brochure contains a frontis illustration, by Gary Kelley,
presumably original to this publication.  The
illustrations are accompanied by quotes and page
numbers from each title: "'And now, gentlemen,' said
Tom revealingly, 'here is the device that will make
America safe from the electronic perils of its foes!'  -Pg
76 Tom Swift and His Electrological Sensotometer." 
 "Tom Swift and His Wizard Brain," even contains a
sample chapter titled, "Flashing Lights."  The rear
folder mentions an information unit complete with
overhead slide transparencies, which are not present.

Unrecorded in OCLC, with little to no information to
be found elsewhere on this scarce advertising material.  
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Sperry Univac Defense Systems
The Collected Adventures of Tom Swift Among the Old Crows: Tom Swift and
His Electrological Sensotometer; Tom Swift and His Wizard Brain






